
We attain professional excellence, to 

always act with fairness, integrity, ethics, 

diligence and social responsibility. We 

have passion to resolve clients’ problems 

and exceed clients’ expectations.

PROTECTING

YOUR RIGHTS



Mohammad Al Najjar Advocates & Legal Consultants 

is a group of expert lawyers based in Dubai. Inspired 

by client-centric and result-driven principles Al Najjar 

lawyers was founded and has become a legal power-

house that consistently delivers exceptional legal 

services in the United Arab Emirates. Mohammad Al 

Najjar as the founder and one of the best lawyers in 

Dubai as well as U.A.E. aims to be the law firm of 

choice for local and international clients whether they 

exist in U.A.E. or abroad.

Our expertise in law is incorporated into processes 

created to ensure a smooth client journey. We offer 

assistance for example but not limited to corpora-

tions, financial institutions, landowners, investors, 

business owners and government officials with legal, 

financial, arbitration and taxation issues amongst 

many others.

Our distinguished team of lawyers specializes in 

numerous law aspects. Together, we form the best 

legal consultants in Dubai and U.A.E.

Our diversity and inclusion are vital components of our 

practice. We pride ourselves on having a cosmopoli-

tan team to provide legal assistance, representation 

and coverage in eight different languages.

Introduction



Mohammad Al Najjar

Founded on the principles of being 

client-centric and result-driven, Moham-

mad Al Najjar Advocates and Legal Con-

sultants has become a legal power-

house that consistently delivers excep-

tional services.

The founder's vision is to become the 

industry leader- the law firm of choice- 

for national and international clients. 

We do that by bringing talent and experi-

ence from across the firm and creating 

value-based solutions for our clients, 

helping them in legal matters.

Our specialist expertise in Law is cou-

pled with processes that ensure a 

smooth customer journey. We help 

corporations, financial institutions, 

landowners, business owners, and the 

government with legal, financial, arbitra-

tion, and taxation issues.

Diversity and inclusion are vital compo-

nents of our practice, and we pride 

ourselves on having a multilingual team 

providing legal aid, action, representa-

tion, and coverage in eight different 

languages.



Top-notch experience

At Mohammad Al Najjar Advocates we offer world-class law services to our clients. Pairing experience with excellence 

helps us to be the legal powerhouse of choice in UAE, and our lawyers have interdisciplinary experience in different fields 

of law and business. Our legal counselors have been representing corporates and business owners at the highest level for 

the past 20 years in company incorporation, business compliance counseling, dispute resolution, corporate restructuring 

and defense before the court of law for any lawsuit including employment lawsuits.

Business focus

At Mohammad Al Najjar Advocates we focus on meeting the requirements of business clients. We are the 

number 1 choice for multinational corporations seeking high-class counseling in any matters that overlap and 

intersect their business activities. Our lawyers very well understand diverse legal, financial and business-

related issues that our clients might face, and they dedicate themselves to clients’ businesses so they can 

anticipate, manage and mitigate any risks or challenges that may be on the horizon. We help companies and 

their board of counselors to solve any complex issues that can impact their day-to-day or long-term 

operations.

Why cho



Client centric solutions

At Mohammad Al Najjar Advocates we find the best solutions to our client’s challenges and issues. Our team of lawyers 

and legal consultants have a complete understanding of our clients’ fields of operations no matter how complex they are. 

We view the issues and difficulties from a business perspective, then we develop personalized plans that best meet our 

clients’ expectations, goals and objectives whether for the short or long term.

Flexibility and cost efficiency

At Mohammad Al Najjar Advocates we pride ourselves on our ability to deliver top-notch legal service in a very 

cost-efficient way. Our extensive experience allows us to handle complex and difficult legal issues 

professionally and efficiently. We can understand that the cost of having a lawyer on your side can be of great 

concern to our clients, and this is why we offer flexible payment structures and rates personalized to each 

client’s needs individually.

ose us?



Mission

To create the best personalized client experience 

inspired by client-centric and result-driven 

principles

Vision

To consistently be a leading and premium law 

services provider in U.A.E. with a strong global 

presence

Values

� Sincerity:  We master our work with devotion

� Professionalism: We practice our work with 

professionalism

� Expertness: Our experience is the core of our 

success

� Diversity: Our diversity is the path to 

personalize every client’s experience

Slogan: 

Pursuing justice for our clients

We do whatever it takes to pursue justice for our 

clients.

The firm you need on your side

The best lawyers and law firm in the city with a 

proven record of successes

Our Core



Practice Areas

Aviation Law Civil Law

Criminal Law Commercial Law

Corporate Law Employment Law

Family Law Immigration and Citizenship

Insurance Law Intellectual Property Law

Maritime Law Real Estate Law

Sports Law



What is Arbitration?
Arbitration is a private dispute resolution procedure that both parties opt to 

settle their dispute. Both parties initially have an agreement that in case of a 

dispute they will submit their dispute to arbitrators make q binding decision 

on the dispute.

How can we help?

At Mohammad Al Najjar Advocates we have a team of the best arbitrators in 

UAE, and we prefer to solve any disputes using alternative procedures to avoid 

costly traditional litigation. We study the facts and we negotiate with both 

parties to have the best win-win outcome then we document the agreement 

and file it up as a reference for us along with both parties.

Arbitration Law

Civil Law

What is Civil Law?

Civil Law is the legal system originated in Europe and not long after it was also adopted in many other 

places of the world. The civil law system is intellectualized within the framework of old Roman law, and 

empowered by core principles codified into a referable system which are serving as the primary source of 

civil Law.

The civil law usually regulates matters related to daily life of individuals, companies, and establishments. 

The UAE’s civil law governs the civil and commercial disputes whether being between individuals or 

companies. Sharia is the core principle of UAE’s civil law along with other principles which have been 

inspired from the Roman and French legal systems.

How can we help?

At Mohammad Al Najjar Advocates we have the best civil lawyers in Dubai. Our 

team can represent our unique clients before all types of courts in UAE. We have 

deep experience dealing with different subjects of civil law such insurance, 

compensation, contracts, property, family relations, civil wrongs causing physical 

injury or injury to the property, employment, and financial issues related to 

bankruptcy or bank disputes.



Criminal Law

What is Criminal Law?

Criminal law mainly defines criminal offenses. It regulates the apprehension, charging and trials of 

suspected persons. Criminal law also fixes penalties and modes of treatment applicable to convicted 

offenders.

Criminal law in UAE defines the crime under federal penal code, and the main provisions of criminal law in 

UAE are mostly derived from Sharia.

How can we help?

At Mohammad Al Najjar Advocates our team consists of the best criminal lawyers in Dubai with 

comprehensive knowledge of all crime types in the modern world. With the knowledge our team has and 

the experience of 25+ years working in the criminal law field.

The UAE’s government always adapts to new technology and its very wide spread, and understands that 

when it comes to technology and how useful it could be, it can also be used in abusive ways which require 

precautionary measures to regulate the usage in mainland.

Our best criminal lawyers can represent our valued clients in many aspects criminal law such as:

Crimes against 

dignity

Money 

laundering 

Physical 

violence

Theft or 

robbery

Cyber crimes

Loan fraud 

Drug trafficking 

whether possession 

or consumption

Kidnapping, 

assault or any 

other threats



Commercial Law

What is Commercial Law?

Commercial law is also known as trade law. It applies to the relations, rights and conduct of persons or 

business engaged in activities such as commerce, trade, sales or merchandising.

Commercial law has many categories including merchant shipping, carriage by land or sea, marine, bills of 

exchange, contracts and partnership. Many of these categories fall under financial law as an aspect of 

commercial law. Commercial law mainly regulates corporate contracts, manufacture and sales of consumer 

goods and hiring practices

How can we help?

At Mohammad Al Najjar Advocates we understand the 

market very well and we keep up with any updates in 

the trading market. Our team forms the best 

commercial lawyers in Dubai and the UAE and their 

expertise is extended to multiple commercial codes 

including selling, importing, buying, exporting, 

brokerage, security laws and regulations. If you are a 

potential investor and would love to understand more 

about procuring a safe and stable investment and ROI, 

we can help you with that through our partners and 

provide you with the full commercial and legal review of 

the market and the opportunities available to generate 

the highest ROI possible for your field of investment.



Family Law

What is Family law?

Family law is the code that regulates any 

issues involving family matters and 

relationships. The majority of family law 

issues are related to adoption, divorce and 

child custody amongst many others.

How can we help?

At Mohammad Al Najjar advocates we have deep experience in family issues and divorce related cases. 

Our team forms the best family lawyers in Dubai and UAE including one of the best divorce lawyers in 

Dubai with a proven record of successes. 

We are extremely committed and dedicated to pursuing justice for our clients, and we can offer 

representation, advices or dispute resolution in all aspects of family law such as divorce, custody, 

inheritance, marriage agreements whether it is registered in or outside the UAE.

To ensure that we provide the best legal services in relation to family law issues, we have the best lawyers 

in Dubai speaking 8 different languages so we can be at your help in your language or the one you choose. 

Having a team with diversified cultural backgrounds gives us an advantage to be familiar with your 

country’s codes of family law, and this helps us to represent you with confidence to assure you the best 

outcome for your behalf.



Maritime Law

What is Maritime Law?

Maritime law is also known as admiralty law and it governs nautical issues and private maritime disputes. 

Maritime law consists of domestic law on any maritime activity and private international law that regulates the 

relationships between private parties operating or using ships that are ocean- going.

How can we help?

At Mohammad Al Najjar Advocates we have one of the best maritime lawyers 

in Dubai with deep knowledge in maritime law activities. Our lawyers always 

are always keeping a track record of any updates or developments, recent 

enactments and administrative prerequisites issued for the maritime industry 

to ensure offering the best advice and representation for our clients.

Dubai city has one of the busiest seaports in the world which increases the 

demand on maritime trade and by its role increases the demand on lawyers 

who are proficient in maritime law industry. Our team of maritime lawyers can 

help with any issues related to sea transportation, insurance of ships, 

insurance of goods that re being transported by sea and maritime litigation 

cases in Dubai and allover UAE. We can also observe agreements locally and 

internationally to make sure of its compliance to the local and international 

maritime law.



Aviation Law

What is Aviation Law?

Aviation law is the law that regulates all legal issues related to aircraft, airport 

operations and air traffic. The areas of aviation law include aircraft 
navigation, aircraft maintenance, air traffic control safety and pilot licensing. 

The aviation law regulations are mostly enforced by (TSA) Transportation 

Security Administration, (FAA) Federal Aviation Administration and (NTSB) 

National Transportation Safety Board. Each of these has its own area of 

expertise for example TSA ensures any airline passengers safety and NTSB 

investigates any aviation accidents or aviation safety related matters.

How can we help?

Dubai city is the main hub for one of the busiest airports in the world and one of the favorite tourists’ 

destinations, and this definitely increases the demand on the need to have an expert aviation lawyer on 

your side whenever you have any issues related to aviation industry.

At Mohammad Al Najjar Advocates we have the best aviation lawyers in Dubai with a wide expertise in 

various aspects of aerospace and aviation laws in UAE. This includes commercial and private chartering, 

accidents, drones, insurance liability and dispute resolution.

With deep and extensive knowledge of the industry changes our aviation lawyer can offer advice, 

representation or help with dispute resolution for aircraft owners, airlines, aircraft operators, insurance 

companies and airline passengers. We aim pursue justice for our clients and this is of an utmost priority to 

us in all law fields.



What is Insurance Law?

Insurance generally is a contract between two parties (Insurer and Insured), the insured pays an amount of 

money to the insurer in return of a documented promise that in case of any losses whether related to 

property, sickness or death; the insurer will reimburse a certain amount of money to the insured as defined 

in their insurance contract or policy.

Insurance law regulates the relation between the insurance company and the insured in case of any 

disputes arises between insurance companies together or Insurance company and insured. 

How can we help?

At Mohammad Al Najjar Advocates our team consists of the best insurance lawyers in Dubai 

whether you are a business or individual we can be on your side and offer advice, 

representation or dispute resolution for any insurance related issues be it a health insurance, 

motor insurance, property insurance or life insurance.

Our client’s demands are of utmost priority to us, we understand, analyze and conclude so we 

can provide the very best law services in the market. Our team of lawyer can draft, review 

insurance policies and recommend changes in the policy wording to make sure of its compliant 

with the law and to provide the most protection possible for our client against any non-valid 

claims.

Insurance Law



Immigration Law

What is Immigration Law?

Immigration law generally speaking is the body of law that regulates entry and exit alongside with internal 

rights for example; duration of stay, freedom of movement and the right to take part in activities inside the 

country like commerce or government activities.

It refers to national regulations, statutes and legal precedents governing immigration to a certain country 

or deportation.

How can we help?

At Mohammad Al Najjar Advocates we have the best immigration lawyers in Dubai and UAE working on a 

solid principle and extremely committed as well as client-centric in their approach. Our team with their 

deep knowledge in the immigration law field can tailor accurate solutions which always meet our client’s 

expectations and match their needs.

Diversity in our team members and being one of our values always helps us to understand the 

requirements of our clients and base our solutions on a deep understanding and analysis of each and every 

case. Immigration cases sometimes are extremely challenging and this challenge requires very inclusive 

knowledge combined with experience and creativity to tailor the best solution and guarantee the best 

outcome for our clients.

Intellectual Property Law

What is Intellectual Property Law?

Intellectual Property law regulates the establishment and protection of intellectual creations including but 

not limited to inventions, brands, artwork, designs and music.

These rights are protected, enforced and prompted through means such as patents, trademarks, copyright 

and designs.

How can we help?

Our team at Mohammad Al Najjar Advocates consists of the best lawyers in Dubai including one of the best 

Intellectual Property lawyers to help you protect your rights no matter the identity of your piece of art. We 

take care of our clients’ patent or copyright registration to provide lawful protection whether locally or 

internationally.

Our Intellectual property lawyers can also offer advices on the ways to protect and utilize the registered 

intellectual property within UAE or outside. We assist our valued clients with accomplishing their business 

setups, defensive measures and guiding on registering their intellectual property.



Real Estate Law

What is Real Estate Law? 

Property and real estate law is the body law that oversees and regulates the ownership and transfer of 

property between individual and commercial entity. This includes any tenancy agreement between a 

landlord and tenant. In UAE, the Real Estate Regulatory Authority along with Dubai Land Department is the 

one responsible for regulating the legal aspects of property and real estate.

How can we help?

Empowered by our client-centric principle, at Mohammad Al Najjar Advocates we place great emphasis on 

satisfying our clients’ needs and requirements. Through our team of the best property lawyers in Dubai we 

conduct activities with professionalism maintaining approachable and friendly manner all the time.

Our experienced team of property lawyers come from different cultural backgrounds and they have 

multinational law expertise in different fields which gives them the capability to tailor the case for each 

client. We always keep our clients updated and loop them in to hear more about what they have to say and 

how is the process going for them so we can always enhance our client’s journey.

Sports Law
What is Sports Law?

Sports law is the body of law that regulates specialized practice focused on legal issues pertaining to sports 

industry. It combines number of different practice areas and involves commercial or employment 

contracts, litigation and tax issues. 

How can we help?

At Mohammad Al Najjar Advocates we have the best sports lawyers in Dubai with deep experience in 

dispute resolution and sports law issues. We offer advice or representation whenever a sports contracts or 

events sponsorship dispute arises between 2 parties. We interfere professionally to ensure a smooth and 

regulated process for our client according to the contract or to help with contract drafting or solving any 

sponsorship disputes.



Cybersecurity

What is Cybersecurity?

Cybersecurity laws and regulations tend to cover the most common matters 

that might arise from any cyber threats. These matters include corporate 

governance, law enforcement jurisdiction, focus on criminal activity and 

insurance matters.

How can we help?

Our team of cybersecurity lawyers at Mohammad Al Najjar Advocates has a broad portfolio that includes 

supporting responses to the most complex cyber incidents facing our clients. We also negotiate complex 

technology agreements developing legal and governance frameworks to address any threats of emerging 

technologies intent on comprising our client’s assets. This also relates to drafting legislation and 

responding to audits or investigations on behalf of our client.



DIFC Courts

What is DIFC courts?

DIFC Courts are an independent English language common law judiciary and it is based in Dubai city, 

particularly Dubai International Financial Centre. Its jurisdiction is governing civil and commercial disputes 

whether nationally, regionally or worldwide.

Inspired by the cultural diversity in the city of Dubai and being one of the busiest hubs in the region for 

trading and exchanging the DIFC court had arisen in 2006 with its current focus on commercial and civil 

disputes.

How can we help?

At Mohammad Al Najjar Advocates our team is arbitration 

and dispute resolution lawyers in Dubai. Our team has 

acquired a comprehensive knowledge of disputes in DIFC 

courts through practicing dispute resolution before DIFC 

courts for many previous clients. This helps our team to 

consistently offer the best representation to our clients 

before DIFC courts in UAE. 

Our DIFC Court lawyers can provide the best representation and advice for the below 

services:

Small claims tribunal Court of first instance 

Court of appeal Enforcement 



Dispute Resolution

What is Dispute Resolution?

Dispute resolution is one of the most effective 

ways in resolving any disputes that arise 

between 2 parties or more whether related to 

employment, trading, manufacturing, 

purchasing or any other form that may create 

a dispute between all parties of agreement.

How can we help?

Empowered by deep knowledge of negotiation skills and comprehensive understanding of different law 

aspects, our team of lawyers are the best dispute resolution lawyers in Dubai, with a proven record of 

successful resolved disputes whether related to commercial, employment, financial, contractual or any 

other form of a dispute.

Our lawyers are always ready with creative out of the box idea to settle the dispute after gathering all 

information they need to know about the case subject of dispute. We can represent our clients before 

Dispute Resolution Authority in Dubai (DRA) or Dubai International Financial Centre Courts (DIFC Courts) 

in Dubai.



Our Team

At Mohammad Al Najjar Advocates We pride having a work 

group that consists of the best lawyers in UAE with the wide 

capabilities and power in different law fields. 

Our diversified team is coming from different cultures and 

speak 8 different languages and this is the essence of our 

client-

centric approach as we personalize every and each 

experience and assign an expert lawyer to walk the client 

through the process to ensure the smoothest client journey 

and best outcome for our client.

Arabic

English

Italian

Hindi/Malayaam/Tamil

French
Germany

ChineseSpanish

Russian



Contact Us

Office 1402,1403 Prime Tower, Business Bay,

Dubai - United Arab Emirates

Tel: +971 4 564 2777

Mob: +971 55 804 0080

@alnajjarlawyer 

@alnajjarlawyer 

@alnajjarlawyer 

@alnajjarlawyer 

Whatsapp: +971 55 804 0080

e-mail: info@alnajjarlawyer.com



Get a FREE First Consultation

Phone  : +971 4 564 2777

Mobile  : 055 804 0080

info@alnajjarlawyer.com

www.alnajjarlawyer.com

PRIME TOWER Office 1402 & 1403,

Business Bay P.O. Box No. 10410 Dubai, UAE

Scan Here


